# Arduino based Home Automation System: A Survey
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## ABSTRACT
The rapidly advancing mobile communication technology and the decrease in costs make it possible to incorporate mobile technology into home automation systems. We propose a mobile and internet based home automation system that consists of a mobile phone with android capabilities, an internet based application, and a home server. The home appliances are controlled by the Arduino which receives commands from the server computer, which operates according to the commands received from the mobile application via the wireless network or the internet. In our proposed system the home server is built upon a Wi-Fi technology which receives commands from the client and the command is processed via Arduino, which allows a user to control and monitor any parameters related to the home by using any Java capable cell phone or via the internet. This paper presents an innovative low cost design and implementation of automated ambience control using user mood or based on weather conditions, interactive voice based response, appliance control, and, home security together with the design of android application to enable the cell phone to send commands and receive alerts through the server.

### General Terms
Automation System, Micro-controller.
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## 1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s world is digitized. Starting from our handheld devices to computers to smart appliances, our world is digitized. Thus a smart home would be the next step for a better future. The system efficiently controls the lights and appliances, thus minimizing power consumption. The system makes use of the internet to control the house appliances and the lights. Apart from merely switching off and switching on the lights, the system can control it efficiently using ambient light sensors and can adjust the lights setting of the home. It enables the user to control various aspects of their appliances from a remote location through a hand held device. It hence makes a versatile system which expands the mobility of the user. The system emphasizes on controlling lights based on human mood, weather or lighting conditions which gives the user a diverse range of controlling options.

## 2. VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF HOME AUTOMATION
Over the year, home automation has grown to a new level with new and more advanced technology and integrated circuits achieving more complex functionalities. From the very basic implementation of the home automation system to the modern implementation using advance technologies and artificial intelligence, we have progressed in the field of computers being capable of making decisions which favor humans.

This implementation guarantees low cost implementation of the home automation with minimal hardware interface and maximum throughput.

### 2.1 ZigBee based Automation
ZigBee is a new hardware device that connects to various device wirelessly and reduces wiring overhead. The program is fed to the ZigBee’s mcu and based on the input received by the user the device sends commands to various subsystems which controls the necessary appliance.

Also ZigBee offers low power solution for automation products. Thus, being power efficient. It can receive signals wirelessly from a device and act accordingly. Multiple hardware components can be connected which then helps in monitoring a house completely.

### 2.2 Automation using PLC and Energy Conservation Methodology
The PLC (Power Line Conservation) connects multiple equipment’s at a time and monitors it carefully. If attached with a smart power module it saves a lot of energy. This research has a success rate of 90% which helps us easily track our appliance status without being physically present.

The energy conservation methodology allows only the necessary power required by the system to run the home and thus saving a lot of electricity.

### 2.3 Home Automation using a Universal Remote Control
There has been a huge inconvenience in controlling each digital home appliance which requires its own remote controller. This implements a universal remote control which is an advanced universal remote controller (URC) with the total solution for home automation and security. All kinds of appliances used in home can be controlled with the URC, which can be also connected to a computer which has an Internet access. To use the URC, it need several receivers with wired or wireless communication methods to be connected to all appliances. The receivers have many channels and IDs to control many appliances at the same time. This implementation can be applied to the automated control of all kinds of appliances installed within buildings for companies, homes, malls, hospitals, schools etc.
2.4 Home Automation based on 3D Virtual World

Home automation is a system to control appliances or things in the home such as a door, lights, surveillance cameras and other electronics. A user can control various home devices with the help of the home automation system. To provide mobility, a mobile-based home automation has been developed. Controlling and monitoring are possible with a phone. But the home automations mentioned above lack user-friendliness, neither intuitive nor realistic. To improve the interface of the user, a 3D virtual world is adopted as the control interface for the home automation. With the help of 3D virtual world, a user can monitor the status of home devices and control them intuitively anywhere and anytime through the internet.

2.5 SMS based Home Automation System

Home automation using SMS-based technology is a way in which we use GSM technology to communicate with the home server. The SMS can be sent from any GSM-based phone and the GSM module can be used to receive the SMS. The GSM module is connected with the microcontroller which in turn drives various home appliances. This communication is serial and RS-232 is used for the serial communication. The system authenticates the validity of the user by accepting username and password as a new text message. Once the user is authenticated, the user can then send text messages to appropriately control various home parameters. The drawback of the system is that it uses GSM technology in this fast-paced world where internet has taken over most forms of communication. The SMS is subjected to the carrier and in case the user runs out of balance or moves to a different state where roaming charges are applicable extra, it would add to the cost of the user. The systems advantage is the GSM itself as we do not require an internet connection but an interactive user experience cannot be achieved.

2.6 Home Automation System using Arduino and Mobile Phone

Home Automation has made advancements in the recent years with more and more people opting for automation to simplify their lives. The appliances are controlled using Arduino which receives commands from a server computer. The server computer receives commands from an Android capable mobile. The Arduino has various sensors attached which acts as the senses for the system and helps in conserving energy with smart decision-making capabilities.

The system itself is modularized which helps in adding various features to the system with ease and in low time with high efficiency. The main objective of the project is to achieve automation in low costs with high level of reliability in the system.

The system receives input or commands from an Android phone which is basically the user. The user has extensive control of how to operate the lights and the appliances. A new mood-based lights controlling mechanism is being implemented which adjusts the lighting of the house according to the user’s mood, which can be beneficial in understanding the effects of light on humans. Also, the system can adjust the lights based on weather inputs or lighting condition which helps in minimizing power consumption and helping our home being lit bright through the day. The rooms are fitted with PIR sensors which detects human presence and in case if the there are no person in a particular room, the system would shut off all the lights and necessary appliance. Thus, conserving energy.

The system can be used to control appliances which the user can control to turn on the appliance and to turn off the appliance, which helps in monitoring appliance remotely and maximizing efficiency. Additional fire detecting sensors are used to monitor any fire in the home which would immediately sound an alarm and trip the home’s main power supply.

3. ARCHITECTURE

The proposed system is controlled by a central computer which is attached with the microcontroller and then it controls the appliances. The architecture below describes the same. The server receives signals or commands from a hand held mobile device running on Android.

![Architecture of the proposed Home Automation System](image)
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present a survey for different types of home automation system. This proposed system has a vast scope and a limitless application and if implemented to its full functionality can help minimize energy consumption. Also this project can be used to understand the effect of lights on human which in turn can help us build a smart home in near future. The system can be modularized and multiple other components can be attached to the system which will help us achieve complex functionalities. The system itself would be a smart artificial brain which would then help us in making an energy efficient world with low costs. This system in a future perspective can be used to design an interactive home automation system wherein the system will respond to human speech making it more realistic to interact with your home. It can extend a security feature which can use openCV to detect hand motions, which in emergency may be used to turn on a remote alarm. Also the system can be made to adapt to environmental changes and take necessary decisions based on the external conditions. Also, with the use of artificial intelligence we can make the system learn the changes that needs to be adapted in a particular situation. Thus, making the system completely reliable and managing a hi-tech home with least efforts.
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